InSIS Seminar Series Hilary Term 2018
12:30pm - 2:00pm
Seminar Room, 64 Banbury Road, Oxford

The Boundaries of Truth

Tue 16 Jan.  Lucas Graves *(Reuterst Institute for the Study of Journalism)*
Institutional facts and the politics of political fact-checking

Tue 23 Jan.  Des Fitzgerald *(Cardiff University)*
What was sociology?

Tue 30 Jan.  Sophie Haines *(InSIS, University of Oxford)*
Political lives of anticipation: weather, climate and water knowledge in Belize

Tue 6 Feb.   Lisa Stampnitzky *(University of Sheffield)*
How should we study truth?

Tue 13 Feb.  Amanda Rees *(University of York)*
Creating Citizen STS: Science, Fiction and the Future of the 20th Century

Tue 20 Feb.  Jerome Ravetz *(InSIS, University of Oxford)*
Uncomfortable Knowledge for Science

Tue 27 Feb.  Niccolo Tempini *(University of Exeter)*
The genie out of the bottle? Data valuation and circulation challenges for participatory research

Wed 7 Mar.  Steve Fuller *(University of Warwick)*
The Post-Truth Condition: Why We’ve Always Been There and Why It's Unlikely to Go Away Soon

*please note this seminar will be on a Wednesday

More information: https://insis.ox.ac.uk/events